Your trusted partner in web and mobile development
What we propose

Web Development

iOS and Android development

UI/UX Design

DevOps
Team structure

CEO

Design
- Team Lead
- Designers

Frontend
- Team Lead
- Developers

Backend
- Team Lead
- Developers

Mobile
- Team Lead
- Android Developers
- iOS Developers

QA
- Team Lead
- QA Engineers

Sales
- Head of Sales
- Sales Manager
- Lead Managers
- Account Manager

Management
- Head of PMO
- Project Managers

Marketing
- Team Lead
- Marketing Specialist
- Content Manager

HR
- Team Lead
- HR Manager
- Recruiters
- Office Manager

DevOps
- Team Lead
- System Administrator
Frontend.
Stack technologies
Mobile.
Stack technologies

Kotlin  Swift  realm

SQLite  Java  Firebase
Backend.
Stack technologies

- php
- docker
- Symfony
- PostgreSQL
- mongoDB
- MySQL
- node
- redis
- GitLab
- Elasticsearch
- RabbitMQ
Design.
Tools

Figma
Sketch
Ps
Ai
miro
Zeplin
Invision
DevOps.
Stack technologies

- AWS
- Google Cloud
- DigitalOcean
- Hetzner
- Bitbucket
- Kubernetes
- Terraform
- Puppet
- Sentry
- Jenkins
Systems development life cycle
Our clients around the world

We deliver high-quality web solutions to customers all over the world. Using the most modern and most demanded technologies we analyse projects of high complexity - from CRM systems to mobile applications. We use high-level of proficiency, popular technologies and have more than 10 years of experience. This allows us to work with high foreign profile customers and be able to match strict project needs/requirements.
Stfalcon Named a Top Eastern Europe B2B Company by Clutch

The cooperation went smooth and the team was quite flexible in the process of development.

Business Development Director,
Master Host

We are grateful to Stfalcon team for the valuable work and their ability to build a partnership.

Project Manager,
Credit Company

Read more clutch.co References
Customers geography
We could arrange such kind of work where the process of development solves much more business problems rather than creates any. This is a very valuable feature when you develop a startup.
Nova Poshta — Dashboard

We significantly improved current Personal Dashboard, flexibility of created solution allowed us to bring user experience to a new level.

Pavel Yeremenko
Head of UX at Nova Poshta

Read the Story
Stfalcon delivered a polished product that’s highly rated on The App Store and Google Play. Users appreciate the app’s intuitive interface and convenient functionalities.
Message from Founder

We have perspective vision and develop solutions that will efficiently serve your business in the long run.

Stepan Tanasiyuchuk
We support and organize

**fwdays**

IT conference in Europe
Around 13,000 attendees

**stfalcon meetups**

Regular IT event organized in our company
More than 1,000 visitors
Contact us

Call: 1 857 239 0934

E-mail: info@stfalcon.com

Skype: stfalcon.sales

Web: www.stfalcon.com